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COMPUTING A DIAMETERCONS-D 
mm SPANNINGTREE 
B.S. Jvkmcm S ufi1versity. 1fw2 
US. Muntclair State University, 1996 
In numerous practical applications, it is necessary to find the smallest possible trae with a 
bounded diame~er. A diameter-constrained minimum spanning tree @CMST) of a given 
uIldimted, edge-weighted graph, G, is the smallest-weight spanning tree of all spanning 
tncs  of G which contain no path with more than k edges, where k is a given positive 
1 
integer. Tht problem of finding a X M S T  is Npcompktc for all values of k; 
4 S k 5 (n - 2), except when all edge-weights are identical. 
A DCMST is essential for the efficiency of various distributed mutual exclusion 
algorithms, whae it can minimize the number of messages communicated among 
processors ptr critical section. It is also uwful in linear lightwave networks, where it can 
minimize interference in the network by limiting the mc in the network lines. Another 
practical application quiring a X M S T  arises in data cornpssion, where some 
. 
algorithms camps a file utilizing a data-structure, and decompress a path in the 
tree to access a record A DCMST helps such algorithm to be fast without sacrificing a 
lot of storage s w .  
We p13=%rent a survey of the 1ite:mw on the DCMST problem, study the expected 
dim& of a m d o m  labeled tne, and pnmt five new polynomial-time algorithmP for 
t 
an appmprimatc DCMST. One of our new algo;&m constructs m approximate DCMST 
in a modified greedy fashion, employing a heuristic for sekcting an edge to be eddcd to 
the tree in each stage of the construction. Three other l ~ s w  algorithms start with an 
u11cons-& minimum spanning ,tree, and iteratively refine it into an approximate 
EMST. We dso gmmmt pn algorithm designed for the specid case when the diameter 
7 
is required to bt m, more than 4. Such a d i m M r - 4  tree is also used for evaluating the 
quality of other algorithms. All five algorithms w e n  implemented on a PC, and four of 
them were also parallelized and implemented on a massively parallel machine-the 
MaPPar MP-1. We discuss convergence, relative merits, and implementation of these 
heuristics. Our extensive empirical study shows that the heuristics produce good 
solutions fdr a wide variety of inputs. 
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The Dianuter-CmsWneB Minimum Spanning Tree @CMST) problem can be statad as 
follows: given an undirected, edge-weighted graph, G, and a positive integer, k, find a 
spanning tree with the small no 
- .. mI W j *  ' 
path with lnon than k edges. The length of the longest (uflweighted) path in the tree is 
called the dibwtet of the tree. 
, 
This problem was shown to be NP-complete by tamfodion from the Exact Cover 
by 3-Sets problem 1331. Let n denote the number of nodes in G. It cen be easily shown 
that the prublern can be solved in polynomial time for the following four special cases: 
k = 2, k = 3, k = (n - I), or when all edge weights an identical. As stated in [33], the 
, . 
other cases are NP-complm, evm whm edge weights are mdomly selecM from thc set 
C 
2 We consick G to be connected; w h m  the edge-weights of G rn non-negative 
n u m b ,  mdomly chostn with equal probability, following the W6s-Rtnyi model [28]. 
- The DCMST problem has applications in several areas, such as in distributed mutual 
exclusion, linear lightwave networks, end bit-compression for information retrieval. In 
distributed systems, where message passing is used for interprocessor communication, 
some algorithms use a DCMST to limit the number of messages. For example, 
Raymond's algorithm [22, 661 imposes a logical spanning tree structure on a network of 
processors. Messages are p& among processors quest ing entrance to a critical 
section and S SOTS granting the privilege to enter. The maximum number of 
messages generated per critical-section execution is 2d, where d is the diameter of the 
spanning tree. Therefore, a small diameter is essential for the efficiency of the algorithm. 
Minimizing edge weights reduces the cost of the network. A fault-tolerant pmtocol was 
introduced by Revannaswamy and Bhatt [69] as an extension to this algorithm. The 
pmtocol makes the algorithm tolerant to single noddink failure and associated network 
partition. This is done by utilizing non-tree edges without increasing the upper bound on 
the number of passed messages. 
Satyanamy8na.n and Muthukrishnan [74] modified Raymond's original algorithm to 
Ak *a ~t:*i*..J < 3 f X  
incorporate the "least executed" fairness criterion and to prevent starvation, also using no 
more than 2d messages per process. In a subsequent p a p  [75], they presented a 
distributed dgorithm for the renders mul writers problem, where multiple nodes need to 
access a shared serially musable resome. ' In h i s  distributed algorithm, the number of 
 of^ am dlwd to b in t k i r  critied ti4 the time. I f a  
owrmamdohGp(0LtMOfthC8 it may aata its r:dtkd srction; othmise, it 
must ast a quest  to dl thc nodts that own tokens. Each 
w 
The critical section p t ~ c o l  presented by Seban [76,77] keeps a bound on the logical 
to the DbMST pmbfm, ifww 
tim!e, PnQ Bi- o(l* rr)' 
d l b '  It is nquirad to compress the files, so that they will occupy legs memory 
the can b lt~ore e f f d v d y  
h tbrt ~ ~ ~ ~ n g  
alM the Hrnrnk#' 
T l & g  
wwtm amd clusters are compressed. An efficient clustering method starts by generating 
a complete edge-weighted-graph structure on the bitmaps, where the nodes represent 
bitmaps, and the weighted edges n p n t  Hamming distances. Then, the method uses a 
spanning tree of this graph to cluster and comppss vectors along the paths from a chosen 
node, the root, to all the leaves of the spanning tree. To recover a given bitmap vector, X, 
&,is root to X. Therefom, a 
sp-lret mtrieval. Ebwever, the total 
Hamming distance of the spanning tree must be'low in order to conserve storage space. 
7 
Cwqwntly ,  a DCMST provides the necessary balance beh*.een access speed and 
storage space. 
The DCMST problem also arises in linear lightwave networks, where multi-cast calls 
1 
are sent from each source to multiple destinations. It is desirable to use a spanning tree 
with a small diameter for each transmission to minimize interference in the network. An 
algorithm by Bala et nl. [14] decomposes a linear lightwave network into edge disjoint 
trees with at least me spanning tree. The algorithm builds tries with small diameters by 
computing trees whose maximum node-degree is less than a given pantmeter, rather than 
by o m z i n g  the diameter directly. Furthemore, the lines of the network are assumed to 
be identical. If the linear lightwave network has lines of different bandwidths, lines of 
higher bandwidth should be included in the spanning trees to be uged mom often and with 
bcner tree &xorng~)sition for this type of network. The network can be modeled by an 
edge-weighted graph, where an edge of weight 1//9 is usad to represent a line of 
. ~ 7  ;* , 'I  1 :>;* 1 -v- ',- . { - - 7 : ; - .' C . . )  :.- r : .  <*'?- ,.. 7 '  . t  i t < -  . A t . .  '. ,.+,:- - : 
1.2 Existing A1.gurlthm for the DCMST Pmblclff 
61. Branch-pdd-bumi methods were used to redwe the number of subproblems. The 
algorithms were implemented on a SUN SPARC II workstation operating at 28.5 MIPS. 
The algorithms were tested on complete graphs of different orders (n s 40), using 50 
cases for tach order, where edge-weights were randomly generated numbers between 1 
and 1000. The fastest of the three algorithm with diameter bound k = 4 produd an 
exact solution in less than one second on average when n = 20, but it took an average of 
, Y ' i t - . * *  - I  I . I . .  8 .  , 
3510;mdwh;nro=m, 
, t ,  ' 
Subsequently, Achuthan et al. [7] developed a better mixed-integer-linear- 
programming fornulation of the DCMST problem, thus improving the three branch-and- 
bound algorithm. The improved mixed-intcw-linear-popamming formulation 
distinguishes the casts of odd and even dimter-%onstraint, k. Let W(i, 13 denote the 
weight of u n d i d  edge (i, j), and W(i, j) denote the weight of the directed edge from i 
to j. For the DCMST being constructed, let lii &mote a decision variable that takes the 
value 1 when edge (i, j )  or (j, i) is in the spanning tree, and 0 when neither edge is in the 
\ 
spanning tree. When k is even, the following formulation is used to solve the DCMST 
problem. Extend the given graph G = (V, E)  to a directed graph G' = (V, E'), where 
L 
V' = V u {s), and E' is obtpinod by replacing each edge (i, 1' E E with the directed edges 
4$$- 11) idl 
than k is: C ~ ~ ~ E T  o' = (V, E), E* c CF, 
*h.&&&&: 
subject to the constdnts: 
The reasa~ng behind this formulation is the fobwing. Quation 1.1 optimizes the 
ather hxhgnsi. ~ y ~ ~ t h t d i ~ ~ e h ~ ~ t O e P c b n a d e i ~ ~ ~ t r c e  
1 
Mng cons-te;d* Conditjon 1 A pven:ts eyc1es from forming. Tap*, c o d t i a ~  1.2, 
to all other nodes. Conditims 1.4 and 1.6 ellsure that thc length of each of thege directed 
paths hrrs length no morc t h  (H2 + 1). Thexsolution, which is an exact DCMST with 
diameter no more than k, is the underlying undirected graph of G' - Is]. 
, a*, a PI 
id- algwih, which oompws sn 1E3avmT ~ t l i  & 
Flm, dtAe G = ( v , E ) m  g to weight, and the smallest 
whcn the smallest-weight DCMST pmong them is selected as the approximate m1ution. 
I , '?\,.. - : '  , 1 .  .-L . . 
Each candidate DiCMST is computed using the fdlowing y strategy. Initialize the 
h a  e fnwn the Hub of 3 or ksa. Once this spuming tree is 
OM&&, mfim it by ropldw romc d its 
W is. 
opcimthB&-by @jthedm. IfWillitid ofMhgocm,* 
ary be significantly heavier than the optimal. Furthermore, 
i a - w  w fm& d k  A b = d g ~ -  
& d m T i . a a u  
MST of a givm weighted directed-pph 
such that each path stating frmn a given root to any tree node has length no marc than h, 
h > 0. The formuletions were based on an existing formulation for the traveling-ssriesmm 
problem [55], and they provided lower bounds for the radius-constrained directed MST 
problem. Computational results from a set of qomplete graphs, with up to 40 nodes, was 
also presented [35]. Dahl[24] studied a special case of the radiusconstraid directed 
~T Itg @** where* nt i s  2, and he presented a new 
formulatiQn for this special case. 
In undirected graphs, the problem of finding a radius-constrained MST, with a given 
root and radius 2, was shown to be NP-hard by Alfandari et al. [9, 101. They devised an 
approximate polynomial-time algorithm for this problem. This algorithm parantees a 
worst-case approximation ratio of @log n) in Euclidian graphs. They tested their 
algorithm on a real-world problem of 80 nodes, and on randomly generated Euclidian 
graphs of different orders. The experimental results were significantly better than the 
themtical @log n) W. The specialcase algorithms for this problem, where the edge 
weights range over two possible values, were also shown to be approximatable within 
logarithmic ratio [9,10]. 
YikPBm M al. [I $1 two @vdd-time d m -  th.t find a m i m a *  
-ST8 wi& the d i ~ ' ~ t s  con to 4 or 5. The wmt-~caw time complexity of the 
two epori* is m2) and o(m2) for c o m ~ t s  4 and 5, respectively, The algorithms 
wert specifically designed to p v i &  a logarithmic ratio approximation when the edge- 
13L . I .. , J 4  ' f  . I  
weights in the input graph are the elements of an integral, non-decreasing function. They 
I .  
A .  J >t  
are not suitable for the general DCMST pmblem. 
poblem,. P W m i *  and ym- [61] discusesd the g43mad peobkm, jbf(P), 
. .  , r -  ; t 1 . . . 3 ,  . I  1 < . A  , . - . ( .  
tne of mini& weight that i s  im-c to (T,) is Wamp1&, where 1 ~ ~ )  &notes the 
r 1 
I ,  
, ' *  ' ,; 
number of nodes in tnt Tr A qmnce of trees (TJ is eflciently given if (i) (TJ is 
. . . . 1 ) ,  4 
ipfinitt, @) for 9 Y 1, ST, I $5 Rt.1s:/ 6 #@yj). f o 5 . w ~ ~  polp~mid 0, p d  Wii) ~~ is a 
of" tree #.it &ha. 
1.4 Related 0 on a d  Decision Probled 
Some of the well-known constrained minimum-spanning-- problems require 
it is desired to have a spanning tree with small weighted diameter, even if it is a 
minimizing the weighted diameter of the spanning tree of a randomly-weighted graph; 
te., the maximum path-weight in the spanning tree. These problems are closely related 
to the problems that require optimizing the weighted radius of the spanning tree-the 
maximum path-weight in the spanning tree from a given node to all other nodes in the 
tree. The main difference between these problems and the DCMST problem lies in the 
way they disregard the number of edges in the longest path in the tree. In these problems, 
Hamiltden path. However, stppro8~hes to solve these problems can be sometimes 
modified to solve the DCMST problem, and vise versa. For example, Cong ei d. [23, 
45) modified Prim's algorithm to compute a spanning tree with a small weighted-radius. 
Their modification follows Rim's algorithm, adding the nearest node, u, first, as long as 
the weighted-radius constraint is not violated; otherwise, b a c k k i n g  is performed and u 
is added via an edge of minimum weight that does not violate the constraint. Our 
modified Rim algorithm, explained in Chapter 7, adds the nearest node n first, unless it 
violates the diameter constraint. In this case, the violating edge to node I( is discwded 
and processing resumes with the next lightest edges not in the tme. We can investigate 
. - 
backtracking as an alternative to adding the next nearest node, and study the affects on 
speed and solution quality of our algorithm. 
far ctdr p b b  wsr dtvdopad by BuMa ct d. [19]. When the 
~ ( m m  +nZlae n) t b q  ~ ~ s h o a m  b y ~ u n d ~ a r n i F [ 3 %  i t n a m  
4 = i ~  t%Q@ in dm context *of routin& was ia [W, 851. An 
a p p d m  CLlpl fOT the lmmdd waigM&Wius problem, b d  on Mmk 
minimum cgmmiq trsa problem quires 
finding the smallest spanning tree among all spuming tmw with millimm weighted- 
diameter. The minimum-weighted-&us minimum spanning tree problem is &fined 
, $ dde/ .In ihe fd&h 6 6 q &&&on probkm: bounded-weigh- 
disunetw minimum spanning trrx: problem, minimum-weighW-diamtcr bounded 
spmning trct problem, boW-wei@W-dw lginimum spawning tret problem, and 
minimum-weighted-&w bounded spanning tree p&n, it is requid to find a tree 
minimizing one weight objective while keeping a bound cp the dber. . - All four decision- 
. , I ,  1 ,  - 
paobknps an W-cmplietg [a]. In eoch gf .tkt other . .. two . . .  ng kis ion 
@1em: h W w & @ W m t m  boundad spanning tqx psobltg! and boundad- 
. ,  - - 
b423,4S& 
minimum ~paming tree problem 
[SZ], waslld be minimizing cost-ti= d o ,  
a weight fa eaab 
m z a t k m  gmMi6me -.be found in [25,27,r16,48,53,62;64,65, $11, 
1.5 Diameter Sets rrnd the Dynamic DCMST 
the spm+dng tmes Of G, 8rt.d in incnd-a ordtr. When dssi-g &I rlgmi- to 
otatn a ipnnnihg tnc with e small ' & m r ,  we dmdd know it such a qmnni11g ltne 
exists. In addition, dgd- l i b  IRI, 1R2, ahd CIR, explained in Chaptag 4,5, and 6, 
iterate thrwgh a set of spanning tree4 of different &-tern, hying to find a low-weight 
bb & es Of aijmm set$ are 
m ~ l r  wfd to dwm& to replm one or more 
of the edpes.with different edgts from the graph. 
It is interesting to know which type of graph has a spanning tree with diameter equal 
to its own diameter. A connected graph with radius r has a diameter preserving spanning 
if mdm@if&$.ha:(i) its& 1% equal to 2r or (ii) its diameter is equal to 2r - 1 
and contains a pair of adjacent vertices that have no c a m o n  neighbor whose eccentricity 
is equal to theirs €161. 
One algorithm, developed by Harary et al. [37], transforms any spanning tree of a 
2connected graph G into any otkr  spanning tree of G. The transformation uses a 
sequence of step; each step yields a spanning tree of G whose diameter differs from that 
of the previous step by at most 1. Sadcaran and Krishnamoorthy 1731 extended this result 
to all connected graphs having exactly one cut-node. For a random graph in general, 
Shibata and Fukue [79] show that ai+l 5 ai + 0.5al. Interpolation style properties for 
distance sums of spanning trees in 2connected graphs were presented by Plantholt €631. 
1 
'Interpolation properties are helpful when developing algorithms for dynamie trees 
where a minimum weighted-&mter needs to be maintained while we replace one edge 
with another. In some e m ,  the added edge is given, and it is required to remove an 
r . . 
edge to break the cycle, while keeping the weighted diameter small. An algorithm by 
Alstrup et al. [13] finds the best edge to mmove in O(n) time. When the removed edge is 
given, and it is required to find the best replacement frmn the graph, an algorithm by 
Wrmo .ad Ramuwarni [42,43] finds the best replacement in O(n) time. Nardelli et al. 
[58] &vaIopbd an algorithm that finds all the best replacegzlents for all edges in the aee in 
0(n&) time md O(m + n) space, where n and m are the number of nodes and edges in 
the graph, res@wIya 
1.6 The Diameter of a Random Tree 
Then is P signifkmt. aqmyat of li&atme on the b g h t  Pnd diameter of a random tree, 
in a raadornpmy tn+ is 8 (lag a), ao shown by Shen [78]. The 
b e i g h t a f a b i q  tfe4~d- 
M y  [B, 3Q 511. Thc mpeaed k g h t  of a 
by R&pi .ad Sa~kcme 1681. t u ~ &  
[$9, 50,511 stndfd IRe c bhvior of the height of a mdom r d - t r e e  and 
in mdarn s. The problem of 
trae cn-mGon 6y -bight rrid dunsm, for dif$-t type8 of nndom t.m%, was 
md rs [38, -5i.68,7@]. but $he equation faa the expected 
-tnab dac bo Szekei~~ [82]. He shawcd that for a 
J&Wmld a, ~ ~ b g  H value of diameter 
of i m -  tue 3.342171nH d 3.20t51315nU, 
. , < ,  
!R@%!P- pg- 
; I , , . ,  4 > ,  ,; :. . L % <  . ,  6 A ' r .  , 4 . I  
This &ssxthoar is a follows. Ia ChPpta 2, we e x p a i m W y  study the 
, , .-. I d -  - <*: - h  . . 1 :  ' 
in COrn~kt6 wit83 tlninifd~dMhted 43U&?m 
edge-weights. Them, in Chapter 3, we discuss polynomially-solvable exact cases of the 
DCMST problem and p e n t  a new heuristic that computes an approximate DCMST 
with diameter no mon than 4. Our approximate algorithms for solving the general 
DCMST problem employ two distinct strategies: iterative refinement and one-time tree- 
construction. Thc fvst general-iterative-refinement algorithm, IR1, is described in 
Chapter 4. It starts with an unconstrained MST, and then itaatively increases the weights 
of edges near the center of the MST and recomputes the MST until the diameter 
constraint is met or the number of iterations reaches a given number. The second 
general-itit3:rati~e-~nemmt algorithm, 1R2, which is described in Chapter 5, starts with 
an unconstrained MST, and then replaces carefully selected edges, one by one, to 
transfarm the MST into a spanning trae satisfymg the dim&r constraint. A composite 
iterative-refinement algorithm. CIR, is presented in Chapter 6. Algorithm CIR starts with 
an unconstrained MST, and then u m  IR1 until it (IRl) t d n a t e s .  Then, if n - s q ,  it 
uses IR2 to transform the output of IR1 into a spmmiag tree satisfying the diameter 
constraint. The om-Eim treeconstruction algorithm, p ~ e n t e d  in Chaptcr 7, grows a 
spanning tree within the &sired dimetm-constraint using our modified version of Prim's 
algorithm. All of our algadthms were im&mnted on a PC with a PaEtium III 1 500 
MHz processor. Algorithms R1, IR2, CIR, OsrrC, and the specialcase algorithm for 
R = 4 were also parallelized and implemented on the MasPar MP-1, which is an SIMD 
parallel .computer with 8192 processors. We analyze the empirical data, from 
- - *  > /  I 
imp1emntation of thcsc five algorith&. 'in I-ve chap=. We compare their 
overall perf wipqwqand nlatjve g e i t s  in Chapter 8, 
. . -.. < . . I \ 
CHAPTER 2 
EXPECTED VALUE OF MST-DIAMETER 
-?<% 5:e;; 1 
8- 4(< 
In a randomly-wdghted complete graph, every spanning tree is qually likely to be an 
MST. Thus, there is a one-to-one comspon&nce between the set of possible minimum 
spanning trees of a mhmly-weighted complete graph with n nodes and the set of all 
nn labclad trees with n nodes. Therefore, the behavior of MST diameter in a randomly- 
. '< 
B- 
weightad mmpl* graph c k  be s~dad using unweigbted mbrorn lb5d-ms .  
1 
lity that a wde in a rmcbm~Ib1.d-m is a 
-4, + - a  +- r4 . .< .as*' * 3' 8 -3 -1 'c 
leaf ir lle. If we ~~y mmmve lle of the fram the tne, a single node or single 
edge would MUlt lftQ (2.18 in n) itesatims. Howeva, thir Qes not irnply that the 
. - 
expected diameter is O(ln n). Thc 1eaf-&letion p e d m  does not actually remove l/e 
of the nodts, except in the first itatation. Afta the leaves are removed, the remaining 
subtree does not have the s ~ l e  probability distribution as the original tree. For e 
removing all tht lcavcs of a trec may pocSuce a Hamiltonian path, but removing the 
leaves M a an @ will- & p r ~ & i  mythhg othcrhan a Hnmiltonidpath. 
Therefore, the probability of a Hamiltonim path in the subtree prcxhcd by removing the 
leaves is strictly than the probability of a Hamiltonian path in the original 
random-tree. 
Figure 2.1 The unlakled trees of order 6 
When the number of nodes is small, like n = 6, the expected diameter for labeled and 
' I .  
unlabeled tries can be calculated utilizing a listing of all unlabeled tncg of the same 
order. For example, there arc only six unlabeled trees of order 6, shown in Figure 2.1. 
Since them ake I , &  2, PICI 1 unlhid trets of diameter 2,3,4, and 5, respectively; the 
c x p e c ~  value of &meter for iq unlabled trce of wder 6 is: 
, 
( l x 2 + 2 x 3 + 2 x 4 +  1  x5)16=3 .5 .  
Tht number of diflbmnt way to label the trees in R$uns 1 (a). 1  @), 1 (c), 1 (dl, l (e), and 
1(f) is 6.90, 120.360,360, and 360, respectively. Thus. the expected value of diameter 
This rn- of tho expect4 value of d i m t e r  becorns less feasible .s n 
grows. For exwpkI$wge ~IW 47 unWI4 tmss of ordcr 9, and 65 unlabeled tncs of 
1 4  
ardcr14u - .  h 
.ti - -,b- , ei9Nls ' -  ,1381, I ,  , - , . . , . . I - L  ., . . . . 
Employing Ri*b mtthod 
. , , - 3  , f - . ' 7 :  c.a?r, + 7 t J  ? . t a  . 1 . * - 1 1  I - ; ,  I r . ,  % I - ' *  , r , ,  Fled tEeas by dipmm [XI, 561, we 
can use thc following method to compute the expectad value of diameter for all labled 
tries witb n nodes. First, compute t.(h), the number of labeled rooted-mts with n nodes, 
a s p s d  root, and height no mme thPn h, using tbe f&w@ quaion: 
- 
0, = x--- x " ,  dT1. 
..I n! . 
The values for t.(h) are then substituted into the following expression for their 
enurnernor: 
Now, Hh (n), the enumerator for the number of labeled tnes with n nodes and height 
exactly h, is given by: 
NOW, Dd (X), the ciqunerotor for the n ~ n k  of labeled trees with- diamster 4 is obtained 
for odd and even ydws of d: 
&(x)=H~x)-H~-~(x)~-~(x) ,  h 2 1 .  (2.5) 
After that, we aBtah &(el), the number of label& tries with n nodes and diameter d, by 
compdtsing termt ~ ' E q u ~ 0 2 1 s  2.4 and.25 with the terms in the following en-or: 
Unlike ththmto~s in Equations 2.2 and 2.3, this m-tm has a denominator of n! 
in each tam, instead of (n - I)!, to account for the difhmnt ways to choose a root in a 
I 
:&& &;Zn,;lkca*v1116cofths 
tree with n nodes, is given by: 
Explicitly, Ekption 2.1 can be used to calculate: 
b(2) = q:)rnfq = 41, and 
rra, 
Calculate maw v d w  using &(!a) = nn - for h 2 n - 1, then substitute for t.(h) in 
Ifl&) =A? + 2 / 2  +x416 +J/24 +x6#120 + ... , and 
% 
H&) =A? + 3x9n + !5&3 + 13x6f8 + ... 
Finally, solve for the values of &(d) using &uation 2.6, and compute the average 
diameter for a labeled tnt with n nodes, z,, , using Equation 2.7. 
, . 
R i d  (701 listed the number of lobcld trees with n nodes and diameter d. for 
I ' _  .. . 
3 S n $10 and 2 S d 5 (n - 1). Wc p-nt the average diameter, produced by our 
iasap1em~Wm of the mothad &mibed &vp, for h M  ,with 4 ta 19 Q&S ia 
v21 v22 v23 v2i v2m2 
Wgum 2.2 Different ways to connect a node from S2 to a node in Sl 
To calculate Equation 2.3, we must use all solutions to the linear equation: 
Each solutian to I3quatim 2.8 ~pmamta one wey to dis$kte n - 1 nodes into h classes 
?. : , , : , ' . 8 I I .- , . t ' -  ' <  ' I t . * , -  1- 
si, when 19 = ml. 1 S j 5 h. Each closg S. caritaim the,& at distance j from the root. 
. .  , , ' 9 v )-1 I ,  . , \ 6 if.:$. ,.. - . L .  . .- ? >  
different ways to distribute the (n - 1) nudes into the h classes. As sem in Figure 2.2, 
node v2i can be connected to a nodt in & in ml different ways. Since there are nodes 
L 
in S*, there an q" ways to connect the nodes in $ to the nodcs in Sl, and simildy, 
m2+ ways t~ mmt the aodes in &- to the nades in &; and $0 on. By allowing the 
clmsc~bo bc empty md &fining 00 = 1, Hquatim 2.3 inCIudts dl the ps~ibilities where 
the Might of th, mated i o h I d - r n  is than L. Conma%ing &e of a non-empty 
capes from &in@ wwtd. The product m*mT... m z  gives all the m-t way3 to 
connect all the nodes in Sfne k different classes. 
Equation 2.1 q u b a  computing and adding 
(n+h-2 ) !  
((n - 1) ! ) 
tk:m fix orpfied vdum of n md h, c to the henuznber of nonmgdvc integer 
solutions to ng tht exact value of 
avmge diameter on a PC with a Pentium III 1 500 MHz proce8sor. Employing the 
dynamic p m m n g  strategy to reduce the time takm by this methd, our 
hplqmm@tim mquired 0(n2) spsfc and approximately (4.2r0 ~ o n d s  to compute the . C i ,  . -7 +. 
everage diameter for all sets of t n t s  of o h m  4 to n. This high time-complexity makes 
this mthod too slow for graphs with thousands of nates. Therefon, we conducted an 
e&pirical gtudy of the expected vdw of diameter. 
-(nr . 
r Pl@lie 2.3. Pemkhtage &or in approximate averagekt 
2.2 Approximate Average-Diameter 
I , 
rpy;:$?:wwq-,y;yT+->= T%:-&,y*#d~;&F<.:.. y7 - 4 - 4 Y;G.& .L3&;-~..k~2~,.,~~:; ' -7-7. - 
expected value computed using Szekem' f o m l ~  The '%an rll"aeter was c o r n P u ~ ~ ~ ~  
tm% of each order. fitting result for m e  aamewr means'L .&tined using a 
w-sgqm-fit - lE+z i v  weam - . w~ C :  3 33125nH -, I ,  showing ;.,-,% a difference 63 w'f+wy - of 0~1092ln!, from r: 
of the tttraS. Ths fhat &=&tdd~~d&~n: dgaria Q a%'rf@? by 
nidg the path bt~m all ppirs Of leaves in the tree. Enaploying the W m h d -  
Floyd algorithm, this approach takes a n 3 )  time. The second approach repeatedly 
removes all the leaves in the tree, until a single path remains. The diameter is equal to 
twice the number of deletions, plus the length of the remaining path. Using an efficient 
data structure, such as a queue, to maintain the order by which leaves are dtlcud, this 
approach takes linear time. The third agpmach, proposed by Handlet [36], performs a 
depth-first search from an arbitrary node, I(, in the tree to find the fathest node v fmm u. 
Node v will always be at one md of a longest path in the tree [84, 851. Then, the 
algorithm perform a second depth-first search to find the farthest node z from v. The 
length of this path from v to z gives the diameter of the tree [36]. This method computes 
the dim- in linear time. 
To distinguish the speed of the two linear-tim m W  of computing diameter, we 
compared their execution tims on a PC with a Pentiurn III 1 500 MHz processor, using 
trees with 50 to one million nodes. The time taken by each algorithm was less than 3 
milliseconds for n S 1000. As the number of nodes increased, the id-deletion algorithm 
became clearly fastcr than Handler's algorithm. Using a polynomiaf-fit program, we 
dttedned that the execution time, in microseconds, taken by Handler's algorithm and 
the leaf&Ietion algorithm was (2.79n - 43265) and (0.67n - 11716), respectively. 
: .  , .- 
mrry be usad with unlabeled 
algorithms. A random unlabeled-tree can be generated in polynomial time wing an 
a t @ h  devised by Alonso et al. [ 1 1, 121. 
CHAPTER 3 
QUALITY OF AN APPROXIMATE DCMST 
3.1 PdyndUy-Wvable Cases 
Four cases of the DCMST problem can be exactly solved in polynomial time. When the 
diameter constraint k = n - 1, an MST is the mlutim. When k = 2, the solution is a 
smallest-weight star, wkm a star is a tree with at most one non-leaf. Let DCMST(k) 
denote (m optimal) DCMST with diameter m, more than k. A DCMST(2) can be 
computed in qn2)  time by comparing the weight of every n-node star in G. A 
DCMST(3) can be computed in qn3)  time by computing d1 spanning trees with diameter 
no more than 3 and choosing a spanning tree having the smallest weight as follows: 
Clearly, in a lXMST(3) of *pph G, every node must be of degree 1 except at most two 
nodes, call them u and v. The edpie (u, v )  is the central edge of DCMSTO). To construct 
a spanning tree with diameter no more than 3, select an edge to be the central edge, (u, v). 
Then, for every node x in G, x {u, v), include in the spanning tne the smaller of the 
two edges (x, u) and (x, v). To &tab a DC);IST(~), compute all such spanning trees - 
with every edge in G as the central edge of onc spuming tne - and select the om with 
tne~. *Each of these haeo w h  (n - 2) C O ~ ~ O  to @, u) or (~c, v). 
Therefom, the t&al number of compdeoar nequid to obtain a M3MT(3) i s  (n - 2)m. 
$ 
Fbr the caw when all odgswei@ in G are aqwal, we can coorider G unweighta 
- .  
I , I  t ! , . _ . a :  . . 
and the spanning tree with the &ame&zr i s  an ~Iution for any k 2 2, if 
, 
b .  
- 1 , A  - ,. - 
I *  i I 
and only if a solution exists. Finding such a solution is trivial for all wiwoighW graphs 
, :. . 1 t; s < 
that contain an n-no& star. For graphs not containing a spanning star, a minimum- 
diameter spanning tree can be constructed as follows [$, 411: For every node v in G, 
construct a breadth-kt apmning tree (BFST), Tv. The radius of Tv ia the maximum path 
length from v to any node in Tvp and it can be computed by keeping track of the distance 
of every node u from v when u is added to Tv during the BFST conitruction, without 
. 7  
increasing the time complexity. All minimum-radius spanning trees will have diameter 
' '* . 
2r or 2r - 1. A minimum-diameter spanning tree will be a BPST of minimum radius r 
that contains exactly one node with distance r fmm the root, if such a tree exists, or any 
, . 
minimum-radiius spuming trcc if snch a tree does not exist. Since each BFST is 
I -  " 
.; , . i . - .  . , . , r 
compded in am) time, and then ate n poesibft BFSTs, the time complexity of f h h g  a 
i , ..,!*< - t  , 
minimm-dimm spanmi- tme is am). 
3 3  The Speeid-C- AlgdtW fur M=MST(4)' * 
i .  
We developed a special-case algorithm to compute an approximate DCMST(4). The 
algorithm starts with an exact DCMST(3), then it replaces higher-weight edges with 
smaller-weight edges, allowing the diameter to increase to 4. The refinement process 
first arbitrarily selects one end-node, u, of the central edge, (u, v), of DCMST(3), to be 
the center of DCMST(4). Let W(a, b) denote the weight of an edge (a, b). For every 
node x adjacent to v, the algorithm attempts to obtain another tme of smaller weight by 
replacing edge (x, v )  with an edge (x, y), where y is adjacent to ic. and W(x, y) < W(x, v). 
F~lrthmom, fix all ln&s z adjacent to u, WCr, y )  S W(x, 2). Fig- 3.1 illmeates an 
example of this possible replacement. If no such edge exists, we keep edge (v, x )  in the 
tree. We use the same method to compute a second approximate DCMST(4), with v as 
its oenta. Finally, tb thegdthm certifies the DCMlW(4) having the 
the approximate mlution. 
Suppose there ilre p leaves adjacent to u in DCMST(3). Then, there are (n - p - 2) 
leaves adjacent to v. Therefore, it is required to m a ~ c  
XpQ -~-12).%, 13.1) 
corn@- to get aD DChlST(4). The gxnb&diw raot v a faag&a t.0p 
3.2 ass c a @ t i n w  htim5 t a b  its Eht 
.ti3 ~146. set tthe derlew-d'fb rad sblve for p* 
This Bfvcr the v&e: p = (n - 2)n. 'Sabstituting this wlue of p into quation 3.1, it 
shows that, employing our spscialtase algmithm, the expected n m k  of comparisons 
qdlcd to obtain an approxi- aCMST(4) fnrm a ' ~ m ~ @ )  is (2 - 8n- f 2Y2. 
Figure 3.1 One step in constructing an approximate DCMST(4) from DCMST(3) 
To obtain a cnde uppa h d  an the approximate DCMST(A) weight (wlme t is the 
diameter co~~straiat~~, o b e  that DChlST(3) and DCMST(4) arc feasible (but often 
grossly suboptimal) solutims of DCMST(k) for all k > 4. Using the special-case 
heuristic, we compute nn approximate DCMST(4) and compare its weight with that of 
DCMST(3) to verify that the heuristic provides a tighter upper-bound for approximate 
DCMST(k). Let W(T) denote the weight of tree T. Thm, clearly for my k 2 5. 
L 
W(MST) S W@ClrIST(k)) 5 WWMST(4)) S W@cMST(3)). 
Since the exact ISCMST for large graphs cannot be determined in a reasonable time, 
we use lhe upper bounds, along with the ratio of the wei@t of the approximate DCMST 
7 L: 
to the weight of the u m m ~ t m i d  MST, &:a lliwme of th? qunlity of the mlution. 
Wc impi 
k ?. .., . , ,  , bp4peidsm :-,: ' .' , hqwpc; -. . for . QCMST(4) - pqwrpp$r 4 ; , 3 . 1  r :qa . $ 4  a IPC . :  with 
a Pmtium DI 1 500 MHz processor. We also parallelizcd it and implemnted it on the 
- * . . WF . w+ ~ s l r w p )  pphs;pf bemm 50 and 3000, rimdady 
betrvctn 1 and 1OOO q ranging btwm 1 and lCHMOI 
qr, dw; .wq, 8s=ple* $ fm 1 - to Hifmdtoa-pfi MSTs with thc sam 
poduoed . . 
@@(S f? I .  , * b, and wdoraly _ . I  ,.& genera@ L ,  graphs. force$ to hove 
~ t ~ - p t z @ ~  ,mT$- . The- change ofthe upper bound on edge weight did not have 
any noticeable effect, either. The special-case heuristic for DCMST(4) produced 
approximate eolutions with weight roughly half that of exact DCMST(3), independent of 
n, uasl* be-; in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. The time to rcfine a DCMST(3) into an 
approximate DGMST(4) was about 1% of the time needed to calculate a DCMST(3), 
i m h t  of n. This hwristic is not suited for incomplete mphs since they an 
unlikely to contain a S- tne with dimwt& 3. 
I . (  ' 
I < _  
CHAPTER 4 
THE IR1 ITERATNE-REFINEMENT ALGORITHM 
Our three general itmtivetimW~nt-s@s&~4pfi~ fuat compute an unconstrained 
MST, and then iteratively refine this MST by edge-replacement until the diameter 
constraint is satisfied. Gened iterativcmfimment-algo~~ IR1, which we present in 
' C, <b-, ., . t .:r 
;Y 
this chapter, iteratively p a m h e s  the edges near the center of rhe MST by i-asing their 
weight and thm m v m  tlrc MST. This attempts to lower the diameter by baaking 
up longpaths from the middlef mp1dng them by shorter w. 
P 
: -. 
'2. 4: ,* 
-& 
4.1 The Algorithm 
The beaut of Algorithm IR1 is a problem-specific penalty firmtion. A penalty function 
succinOUy ~~ hour edges to penalize, which Hges to pen&z,e* awlL what the 
penalty amount must be, w b  the penalty is an increase in edge weight. In each 
J 
itmtiun of IR1, as &sribtd in Algorithm 1, an MST of the graph with the current 
j L- *k 7 
weights is computed, and then a subset of tree edgas am penrrlid (using the penalty 
functiw), so that they an d i ~ s e v e d  from a w n g  in the MST in the next iteration. 
4.1 An example of cycling in IR1 
it wmld lpht st in tbe omrent tne iato two ~wbpsths of qual 
h@L However, pmdizing only one edge per itamtion may not be sufficient, as 
111 ?&e 
ALGORITI-~M 1 (IRI (G, k)). 
win 
fails := 0; 
G8:= G; 
Tmk, := MST of G; 
!2* p m d  T := Tmh; 
while (((diameter of 7') > k j  and (fails s 1 5))  do 
GJ:= G'with edges dosest to the center of Tmcn penalized; 
Tm := MST of G';  I* computed using the new edge-weights *I 
H (((diameter of Tmin) < (diameter of I)) 
or (((diameter of Tmh) = (diameter of I)) and (W(Tmh) e W(7)))) 
then win 
T:= Tmh; 
fails := 0; 
6fBd 
dm 




For this complete graph and a specified diameter bound of 2, the MST is the path 
(wl, w3, wZ), shown in Figure 4.l(b). After penalizing the center edge, w3, imd 
recomputing the MST, we get the path (wl, ws, wz), shown in Figure 4.l(c). The center 
edge w4 on this path is penalized next, producing the path in Figure 4.l(d). The algorithm 
1 
fails to reduce the diameter of this tree as well, producing the tree in Figurt 4.l(e), which, 
in the next iteration, regenerates the original MST. The iterative refinement cycles 
(dl 




penalized, and w, pnd w* denote the largest and the smallest ad@-weigtrf 
dy, b the Am, let &stc(t) 
tbcentcr node, plus one. When the center is a unique nodc, v,, all the edges 1 incident to 
v, have distc(1) = 1, the ones at distance one fr& v, have distc(1) = 2, and so on. When 
the center is an edge I,, it has distc(lC) = 1, an edge 1 incident to only one end-point of the 
center dge hati &stcCI) = 2, and so on. Therefore, the penalty amount impumd on the 
tne cdge I is given by: 
where E > 0 is a minimum mandatory penalty imposed on an edge, chosen to be 
penalized. This minimum penalty ensures that the iterative ~f iwmen t  manes p r o w s  in 
every iteration, and docs not stay at the same spanning tree by imposing zero penalties to 
all the edges (in situations, for example, when all the penalized edges have weights equal 
to w d .  In a typical implementation, in which weights are stored as integer values, the 
value of emay be set to 1. 
Clearlya the peaalty m u n t  is p a p o d d  to the weight of the pcl3plized edge and 
inve-ppodonaJ, to its digtsrnffi from tbe center of the current MST. The pcsolty 
amomt can be M high as wdistc(l), and it dec-s as the pen&& edge bacomrtr 
f e  away . fmm . the . cepp~ ,of t& pee. This was done because replacing an edge with a 
small distc(l) in the current tree can break a long path into two significantly shorter 
subpaths, rather than a short subpath and a long one. Also, an edge with a smaller weight 
is penalized by a smaller amount than one with a larger weight if they have the same 
*W of d-&W(,) :Q it less likely for the larger-wei&t edge to appear in the next 
MST. ., 
We parallelized , Algoriw . @t1 pnd implemented it ~n the W a r  MP-1. We nm the 
. ,  b .  
with up to 3 0 0  nodes, whoa injnimum spanning trees 
. I I 
arc fmed to bt Hamiltmian paths, and whose edge weights were mdamly selected 
n u n a h  betwcm 1 and 1000. The tree weights mdting h m  are reported as factors 
of the u n c o ~ ~ ~ d  MST weight. The average constrained . spmning-tree ,:%, weights with 
< . . 
diameter d l 0  were 1.068, , ,  . 1.036, d 1,024 for n = 1000, 2000, and 3000, respectively. 
This indicates ~e&able pedmmance of this iterative-refimment algorithm when the 
- .  
diameter constraint is a large fraction of the number of nodes. The algorithm was also 
# .  , - .  1 . . 
fast, as it h e d  the di~meter of a 3000-node complete graph from 2999 to 103 in about 
15 minutes. No&1essP this iterative-refinement algorithm was not able to obtain 
'mate DCMST(k) when k is a small fhwtion of the number of nodes, such as nl2Q. 
Thus, it &mid be only far tare wid- of 1 
5 .  
[,r.a 
:; :, .. 
k . :.
I:. ; 
. . :. - .; -2  
' -% 
4 3  Convergence 
One problem with the approach of Algorithm IR1 is that it recomputes the MST in every 
iteration, which m d m e s  mpoduces trees that wen already axanrimd, e m  when the 
replacement increases the diameter. Algorithm IRl terminates when the current MST 
diameter is no more than k, or when it cannot improve the cumnt MST fiuther. The 
latter case is identified by 15 consecutive iterations that reduce neither the diameter nor 
the weight of the c m t  MST. Our empirical study showed that allowing IR1 to 
continue past 15 consecutive non-improving iterations did not result in better solutions 
when the edge weights mged from 1 to 10000. When it was allowed to run for 500 
iterations (iqganilem of non-improving iterations), Algorithm IR1 succeeded in finding a 
solution when the cEimefer constraint k 2 d10, but failed to find a DCMST when k was a 
small constent. We present a different iterative-refinement algorithm in the next chapter 
that avoids the cycling and produces solutions with smaller values of k. 
CHAPTER 5 
THE IR2 ITERATIVE-REFINEMENT ALGORITHM 
The next iterative-mfi-nt alggridnm, IR, 'docs not pxornpute the MST in e v q  
1 1 
iteration; rather, a new spanning tree is wmputed by.modifying the previously computed 
*2& 
one. The modification performed dbes not remerate previously generated trees and it 
guarantees the algorithm will t&miwttt.' - Udiloe -Wxl;Lthia dgodthrn nmovcs m e  edge at 
a time and pvmts cycling by moving away f m  the cater of the spanning tree 
whenever ling bgcums pminent. . Figure 5.1 hqw this techniw prevents w - .  Jt~ - p .  aY:x A Y .  
cycling for the original graph of Figun 4.1. After c~mputing the MST, the algorithm 
considers the middk edge ishow* in bold) as tbe cabdidate for -oval, a9 in Figure 
I 
s edge doeskot have a.4mplacement that can d k e  the diamdkr, so the 
algoai- idgu a little father 
&m in bold in Figun S.l(c) is the . As seen in H p  5.l(d), 
d Z # -  .TLy- K r'i,d, <#,, : , { c  ,:j, ;:,; 
the algorithm is to rwp~a it by edge, 'and that x3xi-s the dimreta.  his 
,. ' t  - i f . &  ! i i  , ? f f i L ~  f l+:&~ jr 
IR2 I . i j t , . 7  by computiqg~~..lmconstx-a.ined W T  for the ipp* 
I '  - 
wb.$ep@~n@ it b q y  i5 l o w t  path in * gspaw4g ?m- apd _ . a .  _ .  
FIspvt 5.1 An example of IR2 
The initial MST can be computed wing Prim's algorithm. The initial eccentricity 
values for all nodes in the MST can be computed using a pmorder tree-traversal where 
each node visit consis& of computing the distances from that node to all other nodes in 
the spanning tree. This quhes a total of qn2)  c=ornputations. As the spning tree 
chmga, we only rec:omgwte the accmtricity values that change. After computing the 
ty valueo, the algorithm i&nMts one edge to remove from 
.' ' 
$by enother edge from G until the diameter constraint is met or the 
algorithm fdh When implemented and exac<ted on a variety of inputs, we found that 
this p m m  requid no more than 3n iterations. Esch iteration consists of two parts. In 
the fin& part, described in Section 5.1, we find an ectge whose removal csn contribute to 
nducing the diameter, and in the second part, described in Section 5.2, we find a good 
replacement Age. The IR2 algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2, and its two different 
edge-replacement shown in Algorithms 3 and 4. We use eccdu) to 
&note the eccentricity of node u with m&ptot Q 'bpamifig tnc I: the maxihati $lidtance 
from u to any other node in T. The diarwter of a spanning tree T is given by 
, .I < r 
MAX( eccr(u)} over all ~ x W  a&-T. - 
? .  
if (C= 0) 
then 
H (move = true) 
then begin 
move := false; 
C := edges (u, 3 that are one edge farther from the 
center of T than in the previous iteration; 
end 
elam 
C := edges (u, 4 at the center of T; 
mprrt 
(x, y) := higheet weight edge in C; 
P This splits T into two trees: &tree1 and subtree2 *I 
until ((C = O) or ( MAX {-(u)} = MAX {eccT (2)) ); 
lmxdwwl ze slMw2 
if (C= 0) 
then 
mve := true; 
elw bgin 
remove (x, y) Worn T; 
get a replacement edge and add it to T; , 
recompute e m  (4 for all z in ' 
end 
untfl ((diameters k) aor (edges to be removed are farthest from center of T));  
return T 
end. 
To reduce the &ma, the edge removed must bred a longest path in the tree and 
should be ntar the center of the tree. The center of sparming tree T can be found by 
i h t i f y n g  the nodes u in T with eccdu) = r W t e r f 2 1  the node (or two nodes) with 
I :  ' 1 
minimum dcmtpicity. 
. I -  L , . *  . t' L:. r 
S i m  we m y  h.ve marc tban onc edge candidgte fur removal, we keep a sorted list 
- .  
of candidate edges. This list, which we call C, is implemented as a max-heap sorted 
according to edge weights, so that the highest-weight candidate edge is at the root. 
Removing an edge from a tree does not guarantee breaking all longest paths in the 
tree. The end nodes of a longest path in T have maximum eccentricity, which is equal to 
the diameter of T. Therefore, we must verify that removing an edge splits the tree T into 
two s u W s ,  subtme2 and sahtree2, such that each of the two subtrees contains a node v 
with cccdv) equal to the diameter of the tree T. If the highest-weight edge from heap C 
does not satisfy this d t i o n ,  the algorithm removes it from C and considers the next 
highest. This p x e m  continues until the algorithm either finds an edge that bmh a 
longest path in Tor the heap, C, becomes empty. 
If the algorithm goes thotzgh the entire heap, C, without finding an edge to remove, it 
must consider edges farther from the center. This is done by identifying the nodes u with 
eccdu) = ~diumted21 + biar, wherc bias is initialized to zero, and incremented by 1 
every time the algorithm goes throu@ C without finding an edge to mnm. Then, the 
& , a ~  ,the incident to -of nabs u. Every time the 
PlpOriW s d  in finding an edge to remove, Bias is 
This method of examining edges helps cycling since we consider a different 
edge every t i m  until an edge that can be m o v d  is found. But to guarantee the 
prevention of cycling, always select a raplacement edge that reduces the length of a path 
in 7'. This will ensure that the refinement process will terminate, since it will either 
reduce the diameter below the bound, k, or bias will become so large that the algorithm 
tries to remove the edges incident to the end-points of the longest paths in the tree. 
In the worst case, computing heap C examines many edges in T, thereby requiring 
O(n) mmphons. In addition, sorting C will take O(n log n) time. A replacement edge . ,. 
is found in @n2) time since the algorithm must recompute eccentricity values for all 
nodes to find the nplsxmnt  that helps reduce the diameter. Therefore, the iterative 
. . 
1 
process, which r t m v a  and replaces e d p  for n iterations, will take q n 3 )  tim in the 
A 
worst case. Since heap C has to be soaed every tim it is computed, the execution time 
I f -  . 
, I  
can be ~ d u o d  by a constant factor if we prevent C ffom becoming too largc. This is 
> 
achieved by an edge-mplscement method that keeps the tree T fairly uniform so that it 
has a small number of adgcs nun the center, as we will show in the next section. Since C 
, . 
is consbcucted fnnn edgce near the cenfm of T, this will keep C small. 
Whm an sdlp; ia n a w v d  i k m ~  a trre T, the tree T is split into two subtrea: swbtmcl and 
s u b t d .  T h q  wc =let3 a non-tree in a way that 
i C '  
'bf bfat:i~ast longest path in T without increasing the diameter. The 
3 4  ..-N . f  5 3  l t  q , . .  ; 
diameter of .T will be ndm when all longest paths have bem so broken. We develop 
two ~e thods ,  mi q d  qwz,.t~ . fig .r.BJ, a ~ h  . , 8 I E P I W C ; , ~ ~ ~  6 .  edges. 
?he first cdgcrep1embme&d, shown in Algorithm 3, selects a minimum-weight 
edge (a, b) in G connecting a ccntnal node a in subtreel to a central node b in subtree2. 
Among dl fc, e) will 
u d t m 2  u ([c, c,)}) is a d l e g -  
A L ~ I ' T H M  3 ( E M 1  (O, T, subfree1 , subtw2, move)).. 
w i n  
1 (.) and w-(.) for all R ~ & S  in each subtree; 
:= MIN {ecc-, (u)} ; 
UE-2 
(a, b) :- minhnum in G that k: 
(a E d (b E suHme2) and (eccSmf(a) = mt) 
and 
If (such an edge (a, b) is found) 
them 
add edge (a, b) to T; 
I kgin 
add the removed edge (x, yl back to T; 
move := true; 
a n d ,  , - 
H ((C = la) or (bias = 0)) 
t b n  begin 
mve = tme; 
C= 0; 
grtrd 
Wrn edge (a, b) 
a d .  
Since there can be at must two central nodes in each subtree, there are at most four 
edges to select &am. The cmtral nodes in the subtrees can be found by computing 
cccsaml(.) and eccSaree2(.) in each subtrte, then taking the nodes v with 
eccSrrBttaC(v) = MIN{eccShC(u)] over all nodes u in the subtree that contains v. This 
selection can be done in o(n4 time. 
Finally, the boolean variable move is set to true every time an edge incident to the 
center of the tree is r e m d .  This causes the removal of edges farther from the center of 
the tree in the next itmtion of the algorithm, h i c h  prevents removing the recently added 
it selects one out 
. . 1 J 
of f i x a r c  &m~m d %he crates 
. 8 
nodcs of high Qp near thc center of the tree, which causes C to be very large. This, as 
we have shown the preniovrs section, causer the tim complexity od the algorithm to 
incmase by e c-trnt f w d .  P d e m m ,  having at most four  edge^ from which to 
seleict a ~ftm the tree weight to increw significantly. 
5.2.2 Edp'I tqb- t  Method ERM2 
The m d  w-q-t-dod, shown in Algorithm 4, computes e ~ c ~ - ~ ( . )  and 
L .  * .  
ec~-~2(.) values for each s u b  individually, as in ERM1. Then, the two subtrees arc 
joined as follows. Lat the removed adgc (x, y )  have x E subtrecl end y E s~btrec2. The 
replacement , .  edge will be the smdkst-weight edge (a, b) which (i) piwantet~ that the 
new tdge Qts not increase the diameter? slnd (ii) guarantees rcducing the length of a 
longest path in the tree at least by one. We enforce condition (i) by: 
ec~*~l(o) S eccdrYBl(x) AND ~~c*cIz : (~? 5 ~cc*~z(Y) 9 
amd cadition (ii) by: 
e~~suhm91 (a) < ~ C ~ S U ~ F & P  1 6)OR eccs~ane~(b) < @ccs*ee2(Y) - 
If no such edge (a, b) is found, we must remove an edge faaher from the center of the 
tme, instead. 
A L W R ~ M  4 (ERW(G, T, subtreel, subfme2, x, y, mve)). 
begin 
recernpute and axsulbtm(.) for all nodes in each subtree; 
m := =s-tlx); 
ZP - 8 4 ;  
(a, b) := minimum-weight edge in G that has: 
(a E S~UMWI) and (b E SUMIWQ) and (8~1%~-~(4t) 5 m j )  
mwJ ( < fa)); 
tt (sud, an edge (a8 bf is found) 
then 
add edge (a, b) to T; 4- 
mk. begin 
add the removd edge (x, y) badr to T; 
mve := true; 
d 
return edge (a, b) 
end. . 
I .  
Since lBM2 is not ~esttkted ta the'ckmters of the two subtrees, it works better than 
ERMl on incomplete graphs. In addition, it can @we DCMSTs with smaller weights 
because it selects a nplacemat from a large set of edges, instead of 4 or fewer edges as 
in ERM1. Thc larga number of edges increases the total time complexity of IR2 with 
EBtM2by.0 4mt.ur over IR2 with ERM1. However, this method does not cmte 
nodes of high dew near the cmter of the tree as in ERM1. This help keep the size of 
heap C d l  in the early iterations, reducing the time complexity of IR2 by a constant 
C!I*Y, -6' g.8Gman-m mYgUT?uzrJ$ .tm- m?m4 Iwj.r;G:LLU?I&%FW 34 k n ;  L;?q \ ikss-w J p 7 Y  * p Z%=,r 2 
#.* - - - - *  ) . - ."--&'"-~+- 
:?rn!s.-$J gpth ,-.&I : tf.:k : ; ~b..k:3f l  : iig& 
-- -A- - DcMsT(3) 
r ‘ mrn- mr & .  :.-- . 
completegraphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs, produced by IR2 using two 
diffkent edge-replacement methodr? - - 7 . ---- :. . 7 -. - - w" ' I  
+. ; 
Rmt, we pd1elized A l e t h r n  IR2#d islplemented it on the MasPar MP-1, using 
com lete random- 
l-+, ;R.Vw.lrnl 
and com lete a hs forced to have Hamilto 
d mmx jra: 4vR,f14 +,- 8 . 
we'&& wwp , qmdo@y k t e d  ~~ b e t w ~ n  1 1 and 1000. ;We also 
implemented IR2 sequentially on a PC with a Pentium III 1 5QO MHz  processor using 
7 .  ->- ' 
Qped.,& haye #""ltonian-path MSTs, wherc 1 ., , -.*. 
M m t  fm 
W2 didaatencarr iam@ loop, ad it s l w a p n w r m i W  
The weight quality of approximate DCMST(10) successfully Wried by this 
the upper bounds, and IR2 using ERM2 produced lower weight solutions than IR2 using 
ERM1. As expected, the time nquired by IR2 using ERMl to obtain approximate 
MSIMSTs .was gratm-rltm tlrs time nquircd by IR2 using ERM2. IA addition, ERMl 
high-degree nodes by ERM1, as explained in Section 5.2. For the remainder of this 
DCMST(4) produced by the spacidcmm algorithm when the edge weights were 
Y 1 @bw,b'm 
wm- 1 €43 l-6 I@ -@he at2 
Imcwfihc a not 
. w d p t h s  with a =s- 2000 for 
DCMST(5) and DCMST(lO), respectively, was 1924 and 1296 seconds in random 
with * . .Tkm 
wdght of d u ~ m  with n = 2CKNBfa W S T ( 5 )  and DCMST(10), b~spseCivaly, 
and 29 and 10,8 is ga@18 with 20% dcnrity. In random 
densities, the weight of solutions, as a factor of the unconstr;tined-MST weight, increased 
with a, 
lBM2) was, lowsr than the weight of appmdma& DCMST(4) 
'b h .pscidclpu d ~ t h m ,  qd- of tbt of 
3 d 8) wmm not avail&& fix 
m a .  wm st = 
was 1488 md 1038 d in mdom complete-graphs, and 3038 and 1053 seconds in 
r m h  J(#rith ty. The weight of mluti~na~ ar r factor of the 
unconstrained MST weight, was approximately 26 and 9 for DCMST(5) and 
day  In 
y+"tbc *wight of eolution, as' a fwtm of the uncomdIEed MST 
, *th n. The weights of RCMST(5) and DCMST(lO), respectively, as a 
factor &MSZ" weight, was 44.6 and 18.9 for n = 50 and 21.5 and 11.1 for n = 2000. 
Thc weight of solutions, as a factor of MST weight, in our samples of graphs with 
Hamiltmian-path MSTs did not increase with n because of the way thw p p h s  were 
generated. To force a m W y  genesated graph to have a ~ t o s s i a n - p &  MST, we 
mdumly selected d g ~ s  to include in the Hamiltoaim path and mcbmly assignad them 
integer weights betwen 1 and 100. The rest of the edges were randomly generated 
integer-weight9 between 101 and 10000. Therefare, the average weight of an MST-edge 
is 50, end the average weight of a non-MST edge is 5050. However, there are only (n - 
1) edges in the MST and there are q n 2 )  non-tree edges in the rest of the graph. Thw, as 
r 
n increases, the ratio: 
(average weight of a mnr-MST dge) / (average weight of an MST edge) 
dtcnascs. This effect becomes clearer w the number of dgcs exceeds 10000. 
Consequently, we evaluate the solutions' weights in this type of graphs baaed on the 
upper and lower bounds (whenever available) calculated for the same set of graphs. 
However, the time taken by the algorithm can be corn* with other types of graphs, 
whert it can be seen that 1R2 requires a longer time to obtain a solution when the 
diameter of the ~ s ~ d  MST is larger. 
With all input s used for IR2, tht weights of solutions and tim q w h d  to 
obtain them ine whenever the diameter bound, k, wwaa, darreascd. The quality of 
IR2 will be discussod fkrthcr, in Chapter 8, when it is c o m p d  to the other dgorithms 
I ,  i : . I  
we deve~oped for the DCMST problem. $i% * 
%a 
T L ,  ' -  -, - 8 . ! . - 9  ' .. ?!.P$ .;$.&,! i-3 - ' r <  . - 
As was ahown in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, Algmithm 1R2 is  gu #n twmha.t.e, but it is 
3iy- : '  . . I  , $ , ~ i  . T . . a d  * , . n -  :,;; p.:, 
f - t .  ' L  ' T ,  . I  
'- 3 
L , .  
not to m e  a wiutim.  he failure rate of nat m what 
fraction of n the value of the bound on diameter, k, is. Rather, it depends on how small 
, . 
the constant, k, is. To see this, we must take a close look at fithe way we move away from 
. . i *. 
the center of the tree while selecting edges for removal. Note that the algorithm will fail 
only when it tries to remove edges incident to the end-points of the longest paths in the 
spanning tree. Also note that the algorithm moves away from the center of the spanning 
. . 
< . q v  %* , 
tree every time it goes through the entire set C without finding a good replacement edge, 
t 
1.. + i (. % ,* .) . 5- ! 
and it returns to the center of the spanning trae every time it succaeds. Thus, the only 
. , 
p :  . . i- '. ' . . . 
way the algorithm foils is when it is unable to find a good replacement edge in 
rdimeter/21 cmecutiw attempts, each of which includes going through a different set 
of C. Empirical rewlts show that it is unlikely that the algorithm will fail for 8 
consecutive times, which makes it suitable for finding an approximate DCMST when the 
value of k is a conatant grater than or equal to 15. 
, I 
When the input graphs were forced to have Hamiltonian-path MSTs, Algorithm IR2 
< .  , '  
was unable to find a spanning tt.bc with diameter no more than 10 in some caws. In 
! '  - ,  ,' 
graphs with 100 S n k 2500, our empirical results show a failure rate of 1096 for k = 10 
1 \ ' 1 -  ( , 
and 15% for k = 5. The success rate of XR2 (using ERAEt) with (umestticted) mdom 
.., , , '  
complete-graphs was 90% for n 2 200. In all graphs, the times quirexi by IR2 to obtain 
5 ' 
a solution increased when & value of k was decreased. 
) wm mom than 65% 
imct a with 
understandable since the number of edges grows fastcr than the number of nodes. For 
example, when density is 2096, there are 24950 edges in a graph of 500 nodes, but only 
MSTc, whae the density was at .and.# 2 XU. The success 
slowly as the density of the input graph was d6c . For the same types 
of graphs and the same densities, the success rate also dropped when n was reduced 
below 500, where Algorithm IR2 becomes only 30% successful in finding an 
approximate DCMST(5) in graphs with n = 50 and density = 20%. This is 
245 edges in a graph of 50 nodes. 
We measured and analyzed the time taken by IR2 to terminate. We measured the 
time taken by IR2 (using ERM2) to terminate successfully on the Pentiurn III 1 500 MHz 
machine, and we obtained the following equations using a polynomial-fit program. 
When using complete random-pphs, IR2 requ id  (0.111n3 + 62.7n2 - 29583.7n + 
2170981) and (0.0736~'-.- 21.5n2 + lOlOOn - 1230000) microseconds for k = 5 and 
k = lo, mspeetively. Por random graphs with 20% density, IR2 required (0.191n3 + 
77.2n2 - 42250.8~ + 3152147) and (0.0639n3 +9.55 n2 - 5573.5n - 342626) 
microseconds for k = 5 and k = 10, respectively. This shows that the time required by 
IR2 for this type of p p h s  is almost unaffected by the change in graph density. When 
using complete graphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs, IR2 rcquired (0.187n3 + 50.2n2 - 
28288.1n + 2119730) and (0.121n3 + 22n2 ; 11709.6n + 74699121) micmseconds for 
k = 5 and k = 10, ~espectively. For graphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs and 20% 
IR2 nquired (0.248~~ + 38.4n2 - 26746.2n + 2120446) and (0. 181n3 - 133.8n2 + 
7 1780.63n - 7707461) microseconds for k = 5 and k = 10, respectively. This shows that, 
in Ms type of graphs, the time required by IR2 increases slightly when the gaph density 
CHAPTER 6 
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THE CIR ITERATIVE-REFINEMENT ALGORITHM 
The composite-iterative-refimment algorithm, CIR, first computes an unconstrained 
MST, then if the MST does not satisfy the constraint, iteratively refines this MST by edge 
replacements until the i l i h t e r  constraint is satisfied or the algorithm fails. Algorithm 
CIR consists of two stages: Algorithms IRl and 1R2, described in Chapters 4 and 5. The 
first stage, Algorithm IR1, is fast, but it normally cannot reduce the diameter to the given 
bound, k. It terminates wheb it is unable to improve the cumnt spanning tree for 15 
consecutive iterations. The second stage, Algorithm IR2, refines the spanning tree 
M e r ,  until a solution is found or the algorithm fails. The only difference in our use of 
IR2 in this chapter is that it takes the spanning tree pmduced by IR1 as input, instead of 
starting with an unconstraimd MST as in Chapter 5. 
Algorithm CIR was imp1e-W sequentially on a PC with a Pentiurn ID /500 MHz 
procegpor using wpm8 of tmhs 50 to 3000 k d  densities fmm 2096 to 100%. Twenty 
different random graphs and twenty diffemt graphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs were 
for each onda and &nsity. CIR always termjnated after no more 
than 3 a - M o m  of IR2. 1% wm swccessh~ in miore than abthing an approximate 
solution in complete graphs, including the c&s whm n = 3000 and k = 5, where the 
weight ratio (approximate DCMST to MST) was 251 for m d m  graphs and 27 for 
graphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs. The weights of solutions p r o d d  by CIR w m  
lower than the upper bounds in complete graphs. IR1 terminatad after reducing the 
diameter by about 2098, producing a spanning tree with weight approximately 1.05 times 
MST weight. When the density of the p p h s  was gradually reduced to 20%, the success 
rate of CIR remained above 6096, but the weights of solutions deteriorated quickly. 
Overall, the time tnkm by IR1 was about 1% of tht total CIR time. The time taken by 
CIR, in seconds, to obtain an approximate DCMST(5) in randomly-generated complete- 
graphs was 245,815, and 1924 for n = 1000,1500, and 2000, respectively. Using graphs 
with Hamiltmian-path MSTs as input, the weights of sohtions. as compared to the upper 
and lower bounds, had the same quality as in mdom graphs, with the same success rate. 
However, using graphs with Hami1tonian-pat.h MSTs, CIR obtained an approximate 
DCMST(5) in 292, 1130, end 3300 seconds for n = 1000, 1500, and 2000, respectively. 
For all graphs, the weights of solutions, and the time requ id  by CIR to obtain them, 
> 
increased whenever A was duced  or whenever n was increased. 
The first phase of Algorithm CIR, which is IR1, is guaranteed to terminate because it will 
. , 
either reduce the di-ta b low the given bwnd, or it will stop after failing to improve 
the solution for 15 consecutive iterations. Empirical evidence shows that allowing IR1 to 
continue past 15 consecutive unsuccessful-iterations does not result in noticeably lower- 
weight solutionci for the DCMST problem by CIR. Tk second phase of CIR, which is 
IR2, is guaranteed to terminate (successfully or unsuccessfully), as shown in Chapter 5. 
Consequently, CIR will always terminate. 
Empirical results show that the success rate of CIR is slightly lower than the success 
rate of IR2 (without IR1). Algorithm IR1 is faster than Algorithm IR2. However, the 
time q u i d  by CIR is longer than the time required when IR2 is run using an 
unconstrained MST as input. In the first stage of CIR, the MST is recomputed by IR1, 
producing a spanning tree with a smaller diameter. ms spanning tree, however, contain8 
@log n) Edges that are not in the unconstrained MST. F h m o ~ ,  these edges are c l w  
to the center of the spuming tree produced by W1. In the second stage of CIR, some of 
these @log n) edger arc rep18cd by IR2, which also replaces other edges and reduces the 
diameter M e r .  If the edge nplaccmu in the first stage of CIR are not v a y  caaefully 
selected, they may cause the second stage to q u i r e  more iterations, and possibly 
decrease the weight-qWty af the find solution. 
The time talcen by CIR was m8sd 'm a PC with a Pentiurn m1500 MHz 
processor. The input graphs had 50 to 3000 nodes, and densities ranging from 2096 to 
100%. The edge weights were randomly-selected integars between 1 and 10000. A 
polynomial-fit program was used to obtain the following.tquations for the time taken by 
CIR to obtain an approximate sol&&. ~ h e i  using random graphs as input, the time 
q u b d  by ,cIR to ~oplputc xi* DCMST(5) and QCMSTIIO), respeqtively, was . , : ;  '..&-- ' -  . .> 
a .  ,;: : < - 2  ". n- . - 
(0.236n3 + 9.92n2 - 2430.3~ - 10501 13) and (0. 169n3 - 16.2n2 + 4941.7~1 - 402038) 
lnieroseconds fol complete s, and (0.2%~ + 74.1n2 - 42266.h + 30301 18) and 
(0.151n3 + 23.5n2 - 16145.5n - 1194858) micro86c.onds for p p h s  with UW6 density. 
This shows that the time ~~ by CIR, for this type of graphs, is almost umfhtad by 
the change in p p h  density. Using graphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs, the time 
q u i d  by CIR to compute approximate DCMST(5) and DCMST(10), respectively, was 
(0.461n3 - 239.4n2 + 75896.98~~ - 3266577) and (0.233n3 - 30.5n2 + 13153.98n - 
1039968) micnweconds for complete graphs, and (0.394n3 - 1.1 lnz + 203.51n + 704228) 
and (0.171n3 + 103.12n2 - 50536.31 + 4291839) microseconds for graphs with 20% 
dmsity. This shows that en increase in graph density in this type of graphs cawcs an 
CHAPTER 7 
THE ONE-TIME-TREE-CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM 
In the one- t imc ,W-emmm stmtegy, a mxMication of Rim's dgorithm is used to 
campte an  xi"^^ IXMST fn one pass: PrimS original algorWm is cbsm since 
it ha9 btcn ex-nt'd1y h a r i r  to be the fmtest algorithm for ~arquting m MST for 
u opposed to W n g  tnck of the diameters of the trees of a 
a rnf~bie abk tro 
7.1 The Algorithm 
The ane-time-tme-emstmctian dgarithm, Oirr~, starts with an nrbitrary nude, and 
grows a spanning tree by connecting the n c m t  neighbor that does not violate the 
rim in Algarithm 4, where we maintain 
the t%ill&w Marra&ion for each node, u: 
near(dc) is atrccnodee to be incident to u in the a ~ p r s h w  DCMST. 
Mu, v) is the weight of edge (u, v). 
dist(u, v) is the (upwcighted) distance from u to v if u and v ate in the cumnt trae, and 
is the eccmtri~ity of node u (the distance in the tne from u to the farthest 
- . t F  
no&) if r is in the current tree, and is set to -1 if u is not in the tree. 
To select near@), we determine the edges that connect u to partially-formed tree, T, 
without incnnsing the diameter (ao the first criterion) and among all such edges we want 
the one with minimum weight. 
In Segment 1 of Glgiorithm (TrrC (described in Algorithm 4), the dist(.) and em(.) 
values for node z ope set by copring from its parent no& near(z). In Segment 2, the 
values af &st(.) and em(.) for the parent ngdt are updated in n steps. In Segment 3, the 
values of disl(.) and ecc(.) an update for other nodes. We make use of the dist(.) and 
em(.) m y s ,  as described above, to simpliQ the UTTC computation. 
r(@Wgj. .f~lw~t Yr; + , 
find a node z such that: W(z, fieadz)) = MEN{W(u, near(u))} ; 
. f ue% 
whWr (IEd c: (n- 1)) do 
-z Ifah smalea su f9  of w ,  mN4); 
I* 1. eat di&z, Y) ad ccdz) */ 
foru=1 tondo 
4if .(dlst(near(r)r)'L u) * -1 ) 
then 
end f0r 
&?9f(& r)  := 0; 
:= ecc(-r(r)) + 1 ; 
I* 2. updste &st(war(z), u) and ccc(ncar(z)) *I 
di&(n~r(E3~.i$ := 1 ; 
If (ebcInm4zl) < 1) 
than 
ecc(mr(z)) := 1 ; 
I* 3. update other nodes' values of dist(.) and em(.) +I 
~ U O ~ ~ ~ Z W  
dmu,  r )  := disqu, naeflz)) + 1; 
mri) := M M r n @ ,  dW4 2)); 
@tEd far 
I* 4. updPts thc near(.) values for other nodes in G +I 
kroab,nodeumthmbmdQ 
If (@=xmrl@) + 1) * k)  
tbn  
examine all nodes in T to determine neMu); 
elm 





reexamine dl nodes of the tree to find a new value for near(z). This can be achieved by 
examining ecc(~)  for nodts I( in the trae; Le., we need not mmpute the tree diameter. 
This computation includes adding a new node, z, to the tree, whae W(z, war(z)) is 
minimum, and the addition does not increase the tree diameter beyond the constraint. 
The time complexity of Segment 4 is 0(n2) since it requires examining each nodt in the 
tree once for cach non- node. The while loop quires (n - 1) iterations. Each 
iteration quires at most U(n2) steps, which &makes the worstcase time-complexity of the 
algorithm a n 3 ) .  
When G is incamp1efg:, this Plgaiahm does not always find an existing solution. 
- r e  . . 7 ' 
F-, the dglEMiW is sensitive to the wde chasm for stating the spanning tme. 
r i 
Therefore, we compute n such t n t s ,  onc for cach stating node. Then, we select the 
, ) .  
spanning trac with the smallest weight. 
To reduce the time needed to compute a DCMST further, we select q starting nodes 
(q is independent of n) for OTTC at random, or we select the q nodes with the smallest 
sum of weights of the edges incident to each node. Now, producing q spanning tnes, 
instead of n, reduces thc o v d l  time comple~city by a factor O(n) whcn q is a constant. 
8 ,  \ - 
. I '  . f  I l ' ,  
For incomplete s, we can choosc the q nodes with the highest &pax, Md break a 
tie by choosing the node with thc smaller sum of weights of edges incident to it. 
We implemented Algorithm OTTC on a PC with a Pentium III / MO MHz processor for 
graphs of up to 2000 nodes and densities ranging from 2046 to 100%, when 20 random 
graphs and 20 graphs with Hamiltoniam-path MSTs were generated for each order and 
density. The edge weights were randomly-selected integers between 1 and 10000. We 
also parallelized Ol'TC and implemented it on the MasPar MP-1 for complete random- 
graphs and graphs with Harniltonian-path MSTs, where edge weights were randomly- 
selected integers between 1 and 1000. The parallel and sequential implementations 
produced similar results in terms of the performance of OTTC. 
The time requ id  by OTM: to obtain an approximate DCMST using n start nodes 
was significantly larger than the time required by the other four algorithms presented in 
this dissertation. We addressed this issue by running the algorithm for a carefully 
selected small set of start nodes. We examined three different methods for choosing the 
set of start nodes. One node-selection-methd, NSMI, selects the center nodes of the q 
smallest stars in G as start nodes. The second method, NSM2, selects q nodes from G at 
. , - % , # , -  : P r d 
randon. The third method, NSM3, is specific to incomplete pphg,  and it selects the q 
r F  
nodes with the highest degnes in G, and breaks a tie by choosing the node with the 
, c r . r  .? I  - - + . a  
smaller sum of weights of edges incident to it. We report the results using q = 20, where 
other small values for q (between 1 and 50) produced similar results. The quality of 
solution improved slowly with q, and the suc&ss rate of OTTC in obtaining a solution in 
incomplete graphs i n c r e d  slowly with q. 
nodes, Algorithm OTMJ ~u~ 600, 2154, and 5130 sacon& to compute an 
BefMST(5) with n = 1000,1500, and 2000. OTTC wing N W l  
approximate solutions f a  DCMST(5) in 29,91, and 206 seconds with n = 1000, 1500, 
and 2W0, r&spztively.  O V C  ( . I  1 using d l  NSM2 t . ppdypxl , aaproximatt solutions with weight 
almost idq"tic4 to those obtained using NSM1, but it took 6, 14, and 26 seconds to 
ccxppute . I ,  an ap- ,XMST(5)  with n = 1000, 1500, and 2ooOs respectively. The 
wei&@ of qqmximste solutions OW& using n statt nodes was be#rr than ucping 20 
i - .  
start nodcg by wnt than two times the weight of MST, but it took h u t  d20 tim 
longer to run to completion. This confirms the theoretical analysis that prtdicted an 
improvement of O(n) in execution time over the n-iteration algorithm. The time requid 
by O W  grew slowly with k. For example, using OTTC with NSM2 to compute an 
approximate DCMST(150) required only H second longer than the timc nquid to 
compute en approximate DCMST(4) for the same set of graphs with n = 1MO. Then 
was m, differem in the weight quality (compared to the upper and lower bounds), or in 
the actual running t h e ,  when graphs with Hamiltonian-path MSTs used as input for 
c 7 , . 
e 
YP- fi VU. -L . : J ~ J ~ , L  ., 3; : a t ~ i  ru , - L  - .-- , .;i ,; .* - -, - r;., : k I r 11.. : - 7 - ,  ., .. 7- . +-: ..? 8s.- f.~ii<-<i. 
IR imxmpIatt~ pphs .  OTTC with NSM2 requid the yune timp it did wjth complete 
* ' .  
grilphs. Using W C  with NSM3 instead of NSMl mqu@%l a &l aqmmt of extra 
1 1 
density and whethar or not the gaph had a E3amittsgirn-:pvth MST. 
73 Convergence 
~lgorithm OTn: starts with an arbitrary node, and grows a spanning tree by adding a 
node via the sdlest-weight edge that does not violate the diameter constraint. When 
adding an edge would violate the diameter constraint, an dtamative edge, which Qes not 
violate the diameter constraint, must be found. Since such an edge is guaranteed to exist 
in a complete gnph, OTTC will always converge in complete graphs. However, in 
incomplete graphs, the algorithm is likely to fail as the density of the graph is reduced. 
As expected, empirical results show O T K  was always successful in obtaining an 
approximate solution in all types of complete graphs. When the density was reduced to 
5096, it was necessary to run OTTC an average of 1.25 times for n = 100 and an average 
of 7.3 times for n = 1500, each time with a differmt arbitrary node, before an 
a p x i m a t e  DCMST(10) was found. In graphs with 2W0 density, it was 1~xess81ry to 
run OTM7 approximately 29 times for n = 100 and approximately 67 times for n = 1500, 
each time with a different arbitmy node, before an approximate DCMST(10) was found. 
The number of attempts required to obtain a solution increased with n, but it was always 
possible for OlTC to obtain m approximate solution for MJMST(I0) within n attempts 
in graphs with dmsity of at least 20%. However, OTTC; using n mwce nodes, was 
u ~ b l c  tufind a spanning trte with climber 5 in gaphs when at feast one existed, 
and its success rate in dense graphs. fort=5.  ' Z h a t i r n q w b y  
OTIC waa wt affi@pd . by % thec- b , - T .  in - ,  . - pca$q, wm FJ&W =q* the - ;",., : >  , .. ' - : . . :f.-.:.  . , , - 
time a in complete graphs, and NSM3 required approximately the same time as NSMl. 
The success rate of NSM2 and NSM3, in obtaining a solution, was approximately the 
same. 
We used a polynomial-fit program to determine the equation for the time taken by 
OTTC on a PC with a Pentiurn / 500 MHz processor. The time taken by O'ITC using 
one source nodc was a~proximately (0.00299n3 + 0.33n2 - 28.41~ + 1667) microseconds. 
CHAPTER 8 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 
In Ulir @tap% we present empirical results by implementing the iterative r&f~nexnent d 
o n a - t i ~ - ~ o n s ~ t i o n  algorithms on o ~ n a i h n  III ! 500 MHz processor, and we 
compare the 
. * % -  
of time algodlhms based on the weight of approximate 
~oitltions ~ebtnindd; 
'.'F;'%H c - f  -4:nb t8 ' f' . 
diffennt t p  of input. 
. . ,  :. , ' . ,. < , <-; . 7 , 4  . I )  6 e . - .. t I ; & P >  , . 
(fAlihs of di-0: odlns &nsitia, rqmmmt;ed by their (n x n) weight ma~rices, 
wen  used as input. The input gnphs had 50 S n S 3000, where edge weights were 
a#-- e g h t )  / @EST weight)) in m-y 
LX 
Among all four general-algorithms we p ~ s e n t d ,  only OTTC was always sucoessful 
in obtaining an approximate soIution for the DCMST problem in wmp1ek graphs 
regardless of the value of the t h e m r  h n d ,  L However, the suco~ss rab of (TTrC 
(using ant sourcc node) diminished quickly when the b i t y  of the graphs was reduced, 
1 
especially with small values of the diii&;e&!'boiibd, $uch as k = 5. Algorithms IR2 and 
CIR wtre not always succtsshl in obtaining an approximate solution, but their success 
& = 5. WheR OTIT wy nn ubing n start wdes, it w a  
lC'MmIO) in dl 
CYWCuelngr d 1 c  to obtain m 
with 2056 density, and it was unsuccessful in obtaining an approximate DCMST(5) in 
graphs with 5096 density and n 2 1000, where algorithms DR2 and CIR verified that such 
. 6 s .  - , 1 \ 
I 
'always sucoessN in obtaining *a ximate 
d u t i e  iq wm3plct.e g m ~ s  when the diameter bound, L, wPa mt ,' fl A thw a119 but it 
- ., 
was ~ u ~ ~ e s s f u l  in obtaining a solution when k was a small constant, ar when tha graph 
S 
apacid-cere 1 '  : fix DCMST(4) , .  was always , h success@ ia fin&?$ an 
. +  &:!- 
approximate solutkm, in a graph tbat contains a spanning tnc of lliamebr ?,* it w ~ s  
. J . . I '='I < . s  5 r : , , 9 + 11 L,., 
u n w s w  othemim. This specialcase algorithm provided m u p  bound on the 
' I  ' I '  8 
weights of approximate s o 1 a a  prodm by the g e d  
, I  ' 
-* 
Figt~~e  83 The tatio((spmmngtree weight) I (MST weight)) in randomly 
weightied p p h s  with 208 density 
As sanr in Pigares 8.1, 8.2, and 83, Mgofithm OTTC pmvi& the lowest-W?@& 
suWons, i e g d h  of the dmsity of the graph, and whether of not it has a  ana aim- 
path MST. Algoaithm CW produced approximate solutions with weight similar to the 
weight of approximate solutions prodwed by R2, and lower than the weight of the 
a m m e  m ( 4 )  p r o d d  -by the special-case algorithm. Among all five 
algoIt*ithm we pfesehted for the I%2hrSST @1em, only IRZ and C R  could produ* 
appoxirnate eolutiais for vdws of k small as 5 in sparse gaphs; 
The Shne Wpimidl'by m, &2, rtld increased w&1 ik was reduced. The time 
slightly whm k was i n c h .  H~%wv&, O'ITC![&II~ 
L 
~ ~ ~ 2 ) ~ * l t h e P m m o f t h e f b t r r '  dior ima~~ -jmr. b 
;8.4 iflo~mm tb time 
q u i d  by Ik2, CIR, and O?TC lo cbmpute an approximate D C m ( 5 )  in the same set 
of complete graphs. As the number of nodes increased, OTKl using NSM2 required less 
time 'thw the other algorithmsi~~23s~@d in the figme, but OTTC using n start nodes 
n q u M  man t h e  than die 6liii?r'idgd- i~wtm&d in this figun. These results ape 
nflectd by the atffident %,f n3 in the equation oh time nquirad by OTTC, #vcn in 
Chapter 7, whi& -is lower titan tkk 'kmeffi&nts*of'n3 in &the ~oatians of tfm mpimd by 
other a l g M b ,  given in Wliefkhkptem. Whm OTIC WL~P mn with n source fiodea, iis 
- \ 4, 
q13imd time was t n u l t i p ~ d ~ " k ' .  'fit' tqtuMons for the time q u i d  by OrffC and 
nu, ~1 obutln a mznitsq~) in e d ?  w&&& ~ & b 3 i ~ : ~ - g n p ~ g ,  &be h to show 
9 I h t  ' 1  
th4tb~~:m~withnrnmllodesnq~s&timethmfR2'for~ph~ withnl81 .  
CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSION 
The DiCMST problem has various practical applications, such as in distributed mutual- 
exclusion, bit-compression for information retrieval, and linear lightwave networks. We 
presented a survey of the literature on the DCMST problem and presented new efficient 
ap)pr~xirnor~-d~thms that solve it. We pmxmtd a study of the behavior of MST- 
diameter in m W y  gmerated graphs. Thm, we developed five approximate 
algorithms for the DCMST pblem. The spacial-cast algorithm for DCMST(4) 
c-t, an approximate DCMST(4) from an exact DCMST(3), and it is used in 
providing m upper bound on the weight of approximate solutions in dense gnphs. Whcn 
the diamtar constraint is P large hetion of n, Algorithm IRI uses the iterative 
refinamant stmtegy to provide highquality mlutions in a short a m m t  of time. It stcuts 
with an momtraimd MST, and thm it iteratively increams the weight of (log n) edgcp 
near the center of rhc MST and mqfe9 the MST. Algorithm IR2 uscs the iterative- 
strategy with marc careful tdp-~epl=mn&, and without recomputing the 
MST, to p v i &  f&bk so1Mma when k is a mall con8tmit. It serves is a tigMer u p  
bound for other gated algodthns fa the DCMST pmb1cm9 d it is the algorithm of 
chaice for spcvse 
IR1 and IR2, providing insight into their bthavia. Algorithm QTFC, which grows a 
spanning tra of the desM diameter, was dways succemM in obtaining an approximate 
solutionrin complete graphs, and the solution wes always lower than all upper bounds, 
even when using a small number of' satrt nodes. When OTTC was usad with a small 
nwnber of start nodts, it was llp the fastest of the four general pls~tit4np wc pser3ted 
- t. 3 , A T : 2' I * - ,  
for solving the DCMST problem. 9. OTTC is an excellent algorithm for 
providing solutions for the DCMST problem, except in sparse graphs, when its success 
rate was significantly lower then that of IR2. 
APPENDIX A , .S'. 
PROGRAM CODE FOR COMPUTING EXACT AVERAGE- 
DIAMETER 
/ I * * * * * * ? r ~ 6 * + * * z H ~ * * b a * * a * * * t W + * P * * , * * ~ * ~ * * * * * b a , t ' W ~ * * * + 1 9 t * * ~ ~ ~ U p * ~ * M ~ # 4 C ~ * ~ t * *  
& a t n e ~ ~ n u e i n g ~ d r a i n * s  







kn library is avaikbb free froan GNU *I 
. ' .  ?.. -, 
' 1  
#Mine m a n  52 
int S?&t-1; 
m K t  rnaxn-41; P mpz-t is om ahit~arilplong integer *I 
mw-t 
mPf8.J 1 ;  /" m p t t  ht an ~ a r i ~ ~ g  rational number *I 
mpclt D f m m - 4 3 p ~ 1 ] ;  
wid Eqmmt(mpz-t *MS. ht base, Int expo) 
int base, expo; 





mgr_hkm~-~F~~:#*YO], 1 ); 
for ( b l  ; i <= n-hi; i++) ( 
m 8 g e - i n i t - w t ( F ~ i ] ,  FacWal[i- 1 I) ; 
~ - m u U l ( P ~ ~ ~ f l ,  Fa~t~ial[i], (unsigned los7g)i); 
1 
1 
void w w m t  'polyjrod, mpkt *pow, mpclt *pow, int bnl, int len2, int n-hi) 
~ m w ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u ~ u ~ ~ w m m ~ ~ u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u u ~ m u u u ~ m m m ~ u u u u ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ u ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ u m  *I 
I" Campub the product of two polynomials. Assume all terns of each polynomial are *I 
I" pvgaerrt, w h m  mi] ieP me coeffiient of x"(i+l) *I 
~ u u ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m m m ~ m m m m m u m m m u m m m u m u m m m m m ~ m m m u m m u m u u u u m m u u m m u u u  *I 
{ 
int i, 1; 
wq!it -p; 
~&9-@W-~)c, 
for (8  = 0; i ~rl; enl+&r@-I && 1 4 n-hi-1; i++) 
m w - = L u a t W ~  Q 1 k  
for (i = 1; i e hl; i++) 
for(j=l;j<lsn2&&i+j<n_hi;j++){ 
~ P E L , W ~ P ,  ply1 [i-11, goDld(J-11); 




void CslitiaI;ize-G(int n-hi) 
~ ~ - - * ~ ~ * ~ - ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ * m ~ ~ u ~ U u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ m m m ~ m m m u m m ~ m m u ~ u u u * /  
i 
void InlDtSaMz~-D(int n-hi) 
void Compub-G2r@i  hi) 
void ~ ~ ~ ~ n ( i n t  , int n-M) 






/* , ~ ~ ) ;  *I 
I" total-time += MY-SEC; *I 
/* ~ ~ ( 7 n \ s r ; T ~  t h e  is W.2M Mu, total-time); */ 
PROGRAM CODE FOR THE ITERATIW-REFINEMENT 
ALGORITHMS 
f w i ~  EW-NUMBER m 7 m  
TRUE 1 





a mmhm spswrnbg trw to make ths, graph con-. *I 
.... ?L. ," . , 
+ 9: . 
edge between i and j *I 
*m=*m+I; 





, I * .  1 I * G ' I  ' 
1 
br (M; i < n; I++) 
il = fktt *)caHac(n, 1)) ( 





P u ~ U ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ m ~ - ~ ~ ~ - m ~ U u ~ ~ m r * L I 4 . ~ ~ m ~ u ' Y L I L * L ~ L I - m ~ m ~ m m ~ u ~ L I - - ~ - - ~ u ~ ~ - m m ~ m m - - ~ m m *  I 
P wights, where Ule MST is *I 
pl */ 

t l&wbbw,  
@hm *amap, v1; 
shat 'kTm; 
short neXrEdfp, m-; 
P f IU the tail of the queue. */ 
I*-+ww-~ - c g l ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ w m ~ . . 1 m m ~ 1 m u m ~ ~ ~ r r r r m m - u r r ~ ~ r r m m m m ~ m ~ m m ~ ~ m ~ m ~ r r ~ m  *! 
f - - ,  
4mkn3e " o i k h ~  
r: 
oldtail = *W& L a  
Y (NUUi(%il==(struct ON&-rn *)maaoc(sizeof (struct QNode-type)))H 
ptkW ("Out of memory -- function Enqueue()\nH); 
1 exit(1); 
1 1  
@all)->node = ug - . 
vlaSl 
A&-# (ddleriS != NULL) - 1 
rf -*- = *t* . kk* wdgdp nr; 
eke *bad J: "tail; - .- - .C 
(%aM)l>c18xt = NULL; 
1 

short E, cimle; 
void Cm vGi42) 
~ - ~ m - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . c , ~ m - ~ ~ m - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m m m m - ~ ~ - m ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - m m ~ m m ~ m - m m ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ * /  
, 4 e t  , 
'deg, short *cr~,po&tw) 
Khktbn M s , w  *I 
m--~m-am---m-m~--m---mY~Y-mmm~-w--m-w~Nw-N-m~m---* I  
t 
short i, dhq 
*art 
s m  
shaft haft- 
short had, rear, c& = 0; 
QNodeb *hersKt, Wl, *child, *prer; 
= FALSE; 
1 
. 19 wSIY €em-. */ 
;. i 
u (n - (qm-ab - 2)) - 1; 
Ejr + (-61); 


1 ,  
if (Nu- (ormm-ter = (rhort *)cak(n-1, sireof(short)))) { 
print&KM of memory in IR20: cm-pdntefl.\nn); 
eXfi(1); 
) : .  'I 
(n, &gOf(~tKHf)))) { 
1 
if (NULL - (child_t = (QMxb **)EaIIsc(n, sireof(QNode*)))) { 
printt(u>ut d memory in IR2(): child-t0.W); 
ml); 
S t ~ T ' m k r g ( ~ ) ;  
me* 
pM(%6n IR1 :hN); 
@n.tf("ltmatii: Kd, Dbmeter: SLd, MST Weight: %O.OW, T i :  % O . N  b', 
,mar; 






&& prey-wight . dcm&twt))( 
wntff : W, DCMST Weight: %O.OEf, Time: W.4N b', 
void M & M b )  
~ ~ ~ - ~ m m w - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m m - - ~ - ~ - - m m m - - ~ ~ ~ - m ~ m - - - m - - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - m - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ * /  

double mt3, short uw, &mrt w) 
~ ~ ~ r w r ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ m - ~ r r ~ - ~ - c I - ~ u ~ - ~ . . r . . r ~ ~ ~ m ~ - ~ - - u ~ - ~ ~ ~ w - u m w ~ ~ w ~ u u ~ ~ *  / 
k b c o m p u t d ,  andthat w kthsrwt,andthprt *I 
k f  irs either uu or w, md pfw] = uu *I 
p w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ u u m ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ - ~ u . . . ~ ~ m ~ ~ u u m ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ u ~ m m ~ ~ w ~ m ~ ~ ~ u ~ u u w u ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ *  I 
ww] = w; P this an&w potmtiral root for DCMST(4) "/ 
patwu] = w; 
wa#m 
K 4.R x*) 
i f f ~ x ] = w & & x I = w ~ x I = w ) ~  
z = w; 
forW;y<n;y++) 
...Y@&$%tnr4&yk w&& y!= uu = a~36rb 4 wBl= wml* w - 
* , S k F % I ' '  - - A . 
pa!&] = 
VlAV +n G[x~~z] - O[~]Epfx~; 
t j  
. t .  
#-'-I ( 
for (W; x c n; x++) 
b-9% P[x] = @[XI; 
rRmt=Ws 
- 1  
e w  
,. ,. for @dl; x c n; x++) 
- m - m m m - m m ~ m m m - m m m m m u ~ - m - ~ ~ * * -  *I 
*I 
( - ,@u'# 
int i: I- ~ . ~ ? r ~ r ~ r r f j  I -*- - , 




H (i t= 0) 
c#m *.TRUE; /" at root */ 
eke W (VI- G(Cf(i~I~.uWie:fCt-t~l-~D 
1 - =TRUE;u' . - . - vi .., 
P m c W  
q(cQ@& 1. . - 
i = (i-1 )J2; - , -  
1 
t r r  &=-;vQ 
QI)U1= uIH- 
- <- . 
m q u - - - - u ~ ~ - m - m m m u m ~ - - u m - m m - ~ m - - ~ - ~ - ~ - * f  
te entries *I 
P-*- ,. - 
s i t s  3 Q; l b i b - a h a * m k  
taitu = taihr = NULL; *(C---wII- 
hmdu = badv = NULL; 
d m  r '(aameter + 1 )/2 + !(diameter 81 1 ); 
r (MS tau) 
for (u = 0; u < n; u++) 
Y ul) @-+?)/2 + bias) 
u, &mdu, &taiEu); 
elm 
Enqueue(u, &hsadv, &bib); 
em 
for ; 
if - (dmeter+l )f2 + bias) 
brqueuelu, &headu, &tailu); 
e b  
if W=trnul) - 0-1 
Enqueua(u, Mecldu, atailv); 
if (headu-b NULL M bd~  != l'+4UU) {
for (vp = h ~ ~ e , , p  k blW vp r ~ > n e M )  
for (up - upti)(UU;up=upmM) 
w (diaq1rp-w~3[lJp->node] = 1) 
adcrroHeapC(vp->node,up->nods); 
if (bias f = 0) ( 
for (vp = headu; vp->next I= NULL; vp = vp->next) 
for (up P vp->next; up I= NULL; up = up->-) 
if ( ~ ~ v p - ~ 1 [ u p ~ r o d e ]  -- 1) 
MoHeapC(vp->node, up->node) ; 
1 
else /* if Mas = 0 */ 
for (vp = hmdu; v p w ~ x t  I= NULL; vp = w>nefi) 
fa(~p=vpmd;upI=NUU:~~p=upnmt) 
# ( d i s ~ v p - ~ n o d e H p - ~ ]  = 1 ha a(eco[ul) = 
~ ~ ~ ~ - , u g - > n o d e ) ;  
1 
for (vp = M d v ;  vp I= NULL; ) ( 
vp = rp->next; 
fWrn*); 
-=m 
I L ?-* 
for (up = heedu; up I= NULL; ) { 
up=kqw-t 
frea 9 
h d  = up; 
1 
1 
P m W r e t m  from hmpC . */ 
/%&*4-&&-- ~ - ~ ~ m m ~ ~ u u m - m - N m m ~ m m u m m m ~ m * /  
r . . * - ,  7 - .  
{ , . - , 4  > ; A ,- . - 1 I . u ' -  r ,  
- t .  f . < -  I \  .i 8 - , 
, : 
- 2 : - , 


, ; , * *m%~~-? . 
8 - ' 1  1 ,  . 5 8 .  ... - ' 
mwal .VL. . 8 -, 
, i , - . ', "4% f ~ , i  f.rg $ -  . 
; II r~opganiz9 Zha, tree as a rooted tree */ 
Pkrnetw: %d, DCMST Weight: %&.OH, Time: "iS0.4MnN, 
I 
4.~:b*h\~ 
kbmiitanh MST */ 













or i#4Utt *:(a 
p~M(~Qvrt of rn ory0 -- G[BJadJbm, i); 
-1 1; 
1 




rn4r&mlurn spanning tme ming Prim's algorithm. */ 





a h W ) ;  
1 
fxiw(l0ut d,m- h 
WW); - 
} - n a - -  .#i .#.-+ - f  /:;c, ' t  
r (NULL = ( a t ~ - h  =   nod); "m~oo(n, s i x d ( ~ ~ o d e * ) ) ) )  { 
~ [ w a & m m ~  in Diameter(): child_h[l.hN); 
ewdk 
1 
if (NU& - &hikt = (M **)caloo(n, sW(QMtxb*)))) { 
print6af."Q,utaf m o r y  in Diamgfgro: ~ ~ - ~ . L 7 * ) ;  
exit(3); 
1 
/" labeb) could be 
W e  them consecutive *I 
wqQl42i , # -  





+-? ! ** 
&!i$#W-=&.,:. . ,  
. - -  
f m t =  resriu; 
Wttdl=NULL; 

Y -9 &#im-a&m ~.l n# EISTAR caee *I 
- ,  . 
T ., i ,; * r  ( q- : 1, Fr 1 .' ( ^ .  L _- . 
E"arpathrem~*/ 
S))j* .I ; 
1 %  . , ; :r  
B CP) && [qm-ske - fron2) = 1) /" node remains *I 




D(&wt *bapD, short * , dwbb *wt, short *sizeD) 







short x, y, z; 
short p l  [MawN]; 
r m  pZ[MdUCNI; 








if - .  




prinftf(' ToQal Time = %&.Sf, Aw~rrage Time per lteratio+%0.5HLP", 

,,- *., * ' .. - 
J ?  . I  
al-rFails[MaxSW- 1 1-1 )))); 
gwhtf(' Worst Weight Range E"M.M, % 0 . 4 ~ , r ~ - m t t W , ~ - ~ - h ~ ) ;  

if (--rand) { 
priM(%Rrrn&m (MSM2):bM); 
printf("rybl Success rat@ (pr~~8ntage):LI~); 
for (M; i e MaxStart; i += 10) { 
for a*; j < 10 && j+i < MaxStart; j++ - - --- -- - "--a ' - ~ Y J - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  




if (nurn-triu& r 1 CkQ tr$IIrfaikf~rt-1] s num-trials) 
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